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Abstract—This technical report documents our efforts in
addressing the tasks set forth by the 2021 AMoC (Advanced
Modelling of Cyber Criminal Careers) Hackathon. Our main
contribution is a joint visualisation of semantic and temporal
features, generating insight into the supplied data on darknet
cybercrime through the aspects of novelty, transience, and
resonance, which describe the potential impact a message might
have on the overall discourse in darknet communities. All code
and data produced by us as part of this hackathon is publicly
available.1

I. I NTRODUCTION
The hackathon encompassed two separate tasks. The goal
of the first task was to create an innovative approach to
visualising the temporal nature of the dataset to allow for a
longitudinal analysis of how significant events might affect
the nature of messages exchanged on the forums. The second
task seeks to perform authorship attribution to re-identify
individuals’ accounts across different forums.
Both tasks aim at gaining novel insight into financiallymotivated cybercrime on darknet markets. The hackathon
makes use of a subset of two datasets: the Darknet Market
Archives [1] and the hacker forums of AZsecure.org [2]. The
final dataset consists of 40 fora of the dark web. These fora
typically serve as escrow spaces where buyers and sellers of
illicit goods and services converge to conduct transactions.
II. M ETHODOLOGICAL A PPROACH
This section details the methodological approaches and
design decisions influencing our solutions to both of proposed
tasks.
A. First Task
The underlying goal of the visualisation approach we chose
for Task 1 is to make the relation between the content of
messages posted on dark web forums and the time messages
were posted there both visible and explorable to an end
user. Therefore, the visualisation dashboard we created (see
Figure 1) includes three distinct modes of visualisation. The
first one is the temporal nature, represented by a simple
timeline at the top, allowing users to browse the data by
making time-based selections. The second is content, represented by the semantic space embedding to the left of the
visualisations; here, posts are plotted by their position in
the semantic space of their respective community. The third
1 https://github.com/webis-de/AMOC-21

component visualises the interaction effect between time and
semantic space, plotting the three features novelty, transience,
and resonance. For all three, we plot both the distribution, as
well as the x-y interaction plot between them.
To calculate the position of messages in their communities’ semantic space, we rely on the transformer-encoderbased variant of the Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) [3]
to calculate phrase-level embeddings for the body text of
all posts. The USE model consists of a transformer-encoder
architecture very similar to BERT [4], albeit trained with
two key differences: first through the use of the rule-based
PBT tokenizer, and second through a more downstream-aware
multi-task supervised pretraining regime.
The resulting vector space spanned by the 512-dimensional
embeddings USE produces can be used to calculate the semantic similarity of texts. To make these high-dimensional
semantic relations visible to the end user, we resort to manifold learning whereby we try to learn a 2-dimensional nonlinear topological space that best approximates the data in
low-dimensions. To that end, we experimented both with tdistributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [5] and
Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) [6],
[7], and ultimately chose t-SNE as it provided for a better
visual result upon manual inspection. Manifold learning was
performed separately per community as the final visualisation
is centred around community-specific views.
Furthermore, we performed density-based clustering using
the DBSCAN [8] algorithm to make different semantic groupings in the data more easily visible.
To estimate the interaction effect between time and semantic
space, we expand upon the methods developed by Barron,
Huang, Spang, et al. [9], originally meant to study a political
body—that of the national assembly of revolutionary France—
as a heteroglossic system that evolves through time within
a bounded political context. We find the parallel between a
longitudinal corpus of political speeches and a longitudinal
corpus of forum posts structurally similar enough to warrant
an adaptation of their methods. This approach boils down to
computing three longitudinal vectors using a sliding window
approach: novelty, which is quantified by the divergence of a
document to its local past; transience, which is quantified by
the divergence of a document to its local future; and resonance,
which quantifies the difference of these two dynamic quantities, measuring their interplay. We calculate the three features
novelty, transience and resonance to model the influence to

Fig. 1. Final Visualisation Dashboard

Fig. 2. Final Visualisation Dashboard with active selection

the communities discourse a single message has.
In the context of this task, a high novelty value could,
for example, be used to identify messages that introduce a
new product to a darknet market, while an additional low
transience value might help identifying members that are
highly influential on the overall discourse of platform, and
are key community leaders. However, we refrain from making
any further assumptions in this direction because we lack
the domain-specific knowledge required to make a useful
interpretation of the collected data.
The features are calculated in a sliding-window manner:
here, for each post pt at point in time t, its novelty is
measured as the Kullback-Leibler divergence of a semantic
probability distribution over pt to the average distribution of
all previous posts pt−1 , ..., pt−n in window of size n. For
transience, the same method is applied, but comparing to all
following posts pt+1 , ..., pt+n . Finally, resonance is measured
as the asymmetric difference between novelty and transience.
We infer a semantic probability distribution for each post p by
applying a softmax function to the semantic embedding vector
as produced by the USE (see previous section).

are available, since most of them are too large to be interactively displayed in-browser on commonly available computer
systems. However, the visualised features were computed for
all communities for possible downstream analysis applications.
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